Triple Decadence Necklace

designed by Molly Schaller for Halcraft USA
featuring Bead Gallery® beads
available exclusively at Michaels Stores
Materials:
138 Bead Gallery® 2x3mm crystal faceted rondelles
148 Bead Gallery® 3x4mm crystal faceted rondelles
84
Bead Gallery® 6mm crystal faceted rounds
1
Charm Gallery® sterling silver plated pavé arrow
1
Bead Landing® pavé small oval pendant
1
Bead Landing® pavé large oval pendant
2
Beadalon® #4 white silk with attached needle

1

3-loop silver plated clasp with chain

Tools:
Scissors
Super glue gel
Bead Bugs
Tip: Using the Bead Bugs allows you to keep the beads in place while
working multiple strands of beads.
Time to create: 2-3 hours
Instructions:
Inner strand
1. Remove the silk from the card and stretch it out to remove kinks
as well as condition the silk.
2. String 2 2x3 crystal rondelles onto the silk and work them toward
the tail of the silk. Pass through the innermost loop of the 3-loop
clasp and back through the 2 previously strung rondelles.
3. Make an overhand knot in the cord and place a drop of glue on
the knot, leaving the tail of the silk to cut off later after the glue
has cured.
4. String 1 3x4 crystal rondelle and 5 2x3 crystal rondelles. Repeat 12
more times. String 1 3x4 crystal rondelle and 2 2x3 crystal
rondelles.
5. Pass through the loop of the smaller pavé pendant and back
through 2 beads. Make an overhand knot and place a drop of
glue on the knot. Cut the silk about 1” from the knot and let cure.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 on the other side of the pendant and clasp.
Center Strand
7. Using the same silk and needle from the previous step, string 2
3x4 crystal rondelles onto the silk and work them toward the tail
of the silk. Pass through the center loop of the 3-loop clasp and
back through the 2 previously strung rondelles.
8. Make an overhand knot in the cord and place a drop of glue on
the knot, leaving the tail of the silk to cut off later after the glue
has cured.
9. String 68 more 3x4 crystal rondelles and pass through the loop of
the large pavé pendant and back through 2 beads. Make an
overhand knot and place a drop of glue on the knot. Cut the silk
about 1” from the knot and let cure.
10. Repeat steps 7-9 on the other side of the pendant and clasp.
11. Using second card of silk, string 3 3x4 crystal rondelles onto the
silk and work them toward the tail of the silk. Pass through the

outermost loop of the 3-loop clasp and back through the 2
previously strung rondelles.
12. Make an overhand knot in the cord and place a drop of glue on
the knot, leaving the tail of the silk to cut off later after the glue
has cured.
13. String 42 6mm crystal faceted rounds, the jumpring of the arrow
pavé pendant, 42 6mm crystal faceted rounds, and 3 3x4 crystal
rondelles.
14. Pass through the outermost loop of the clasp and back through
3 beads. Make an overhand knot and place a drop of glue on
the knot. Cut the silk about 1” from the knot and let cure.
15. Trim all silk tails the following day after the glue has cured.

